Isolation of a gp20-complex and its role in in vitro assembly of both prohead and core of bacteriophage T4.
The product of gene 20 (gp20) in bacteriophage T4 forms the proximal vertex of the head. It has been suggested that gp20-rich fractions derived from the proheads can initiate core assembly in vitro and that gp20 plays an important role in prohead and core assembly. However, the gp20 isolated from proheads or overproducing cells harboring gene 20 did not work in vitro, owing to a strong tendency to aggregate. Native gp20 was purified from T4-infected Escherichia coli hdB3-1 cells, since it was shown that gp20 might not associate with membrane in this infection. Isolated gp20 is associated with two other proteins in a gp20-complex, composed of a connector and a neck joined to six fibers. The gp20-complex is also produced in T4 infection of E. coli groEL. Moreover, the complex can efficiently induce prohead and core assembly and is very stable.